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Short Communication 
DYNAMIC AMPLIFICATION FACTOR IN 
THE PROBLEM OF INCLINED IMPACT 
PHAN VAN KHOI 
Inst£tute of Mechanics, 264 Doi Can, Hanoi 
ABSTRACT. The purpose of this article is to investigate an advanced method for pre-
sentation of the impact problem between the rigid body and the .elastic beam. 
Results show that this method gives a solution which is more general than the so-
lutions illustrated in the textbook of Strength of Materials . The developed formulations 
may expand the applied sphere of the dynamic amplification factor (DAF), kd, as in the 
case of driving inclined piles. 
1. Formulation of the problem 
In the ordinary textbooks of Strength of Materials, the problem of impact is 
presented with its two particular cases: 
- impact body with the weight of Q moves in the vertical direction (vertical impact, 
Fig. la and 1 b) and 
- impact body moves in the horizontal direction (horizontal impact, Fig. le and 
ld), where the beams may be located horizontally or vertically only. 
Q' Q l;t------•v:- ~ 
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/3= oo 
d) 
It is obvious that the obtained results may not be applied to general cases, 
which are often encountered in practice, when the impact body moves in arbitrary 
direction and the beam axis is inclined at an arbitrary angle. 
On the other hand, the presentation of two particular cases of a problem with 
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the same principle is not advisable according to teaching methodology. 
Hence, the above problem of impact may be formulated generally as follows: 
A rigid body of the mass Q / g impinges on the beam with the velocity v, where 
g is the acceleration of gravity. At the impact point in the beam there may already 
exist another body of the mass Q' / g. This mass may also be a reduced mass of 
the beam at the impact point, Fig. 2. Find the dynamic amplification factor, kd. 
2. Solutions 
We denote 
a - angle between the moving direction 
of the body Q and the beam axis, x; 
/3 - angle between the vertical line and 
the beam axis. 
A system consists of both bodies of 
the mass ( Q + Q') / g, which are assumed 
to be joined firmly to one another. The 
system moves in the potential force field 
during the impact process. 
x 
Fig. 2 
Let vo - system velocity just at the beginning of impact; Xd and Yd - axial and 
bending displacements respectively of the impact point, due to the dynamic force, 
Qd. 
Keeping all known assumptions, according to the theorem of energy conser-
vation we get 
~ (Q: Q')v6 = -(Q + Q')(YJ + xJ) 112 cos( a - /3) + Q'(YJ + x~) 112 cos( a - /3) 
Qd cos a Qd sin a 
+ 2 Xd + 2 Yd (2.1) 
where the left hand side of the equation (2.1) is the kinetic energy of the system 
at the beginning of impact, the first term on the right hand side of the equation 
(2.1) is the decrease of potential energy of the_ system, and the remaining terms 
are the elastic works of the beam under the action of the dynamic load, Qd. 
The system velocity v0 may be determined by the velocity v of the body Q 
just before impact, by means of the momentum conservation theorem: 
vo = Q + Q'v. 
Q (2.2) 
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Therefore, the left hand side of the equation (2.1) becomes 
!(Q+Q') 2 - .· qv2 
Vo - Q' 2 
g 2g( 1 + Q) (2.3) 
Equation (2.1) can be rewritten as 
Q Q' v2 = -(Q + Q')(YJ + xJ)) 112 cos( a - {3) + Q'(yJ + xJ) 112 cos(a-{3) 
2g( 1 + Q) 
(2.4) . 
If x 8 and Ys are denoted as the displacements (axial and bending, respectively) 
of the beam at the impact point, when the beam is subjected statically to a force 
of value Q acting in the impact direction, it yields 
Xd = Xskd,} 
Yd= Yskd, 
- Qd ::-- _Qka::_ 
(2.5) 
The values of X 8 and Ys are determined easily by means of the statical analysis of 
the given structure subjected to the force of Q. 
After some substitutions, the equation (2.4) becomes a quadratic equation of 
kd; that is 
1 ( . ) 2 ( 2 2) 1/2 ( ) v2 
- Xs cos a+ Ys sm a kd - kd Ys + X 8 cos a - f3 - Q' = 0. 2 
2g( 1 + Q) {2.6) 




. {(x; + y;) 112 cos( a- {3) 
x 8 cos a + y 8 sin a 
+ ·[ (x; + y;) cos 2 (a - {3) + (xs cos a+ Ys sin a) v2 Q' J 112 .}. 
g ( 1 + Q) (2.7) 
3. Studying particular cases 
Some particular cases may be considered as follows: 
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3.1 a: = 0°: If the impact direction coincides with the direction of the beam axis, 
as in Fig.3a, then 
. cos( a: - (3) = cos {3; Ys = 0. 
Therefore 
(3.1) 
3.2 o: = (3: If the impact direction is vertical and the beam axis 1s inclined 
arbitrarily, as in Fig. 3b, the equation (2. 7) can be expressed as 
kd = 1 . { (x2 + y2) 
X8 cos(3 + Ys sm(3 s s 
+ [ (x; + y;) + (xs cos (3 + Ys sin (3) v2 Q' J112 }· (3.2) 
g( 1 + Q) 
3.3 o: = 90° + (3: If the impact direction is horizontal and the beam axis is inclined 
arbitrarily, as in Fig. 3c, the DAF becomes 
v kd = -------------





3 .4 If a) a = 0° and (3 = 0° or b) (3, = go 0 and o: = go0 (vertical impact), the 
DAF is 
(3.4) 
where !:ls= Xs in the case a) and !:ls= Ys in the case b), as in Fig. la and lb. 
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3.5 If a) a. ·= 0° and {3 = go0 or b) a:. = go 0 and f3 = 0°, we get 
k - v 
d - [ ( Q')] 1/2 ' 
g!::,.s 1 + Q 
(3.5) 
where .6. 8 is denoted as in 3.4, as in Fig. le and ld respectively. 
3.6 If the body Q falls freely from the height of H, the velocity of the body just 
before impact will be 
(3.6) 
4. Conclusion 
The dynamic amplification factor, kd, obtained in the equation (2.7) is the 
general solution for the problem of the inclined impact. The equations (3.1), (3 .2) 
and (3.3) can be applied to the cases of driving inclined piles in practice. The 
equations (3.4) and (3.5) are the particular cases of the solution (2.7) and coincide 
with the solutions obtained in the textbooks of Strength of Materials .. 
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Ht SO DQNG LlfC TRONG BAI TOAN VA CH~M XIEN 
M<?t each phat bi~u va gili.i bai toan va ch~m giira m<?t v~t cfrng v&i m<?t thanh 
dan hoi drrqc de xuat trong bai bao nay, trong d6 phmmg va ch<_tm va phU"cmg cua 
true thanh nghieng g6c bat ky. 
Ket qua chl ra r~ng nghi~m cua bai toan nay la t5ng quat hem, va nhfrng 
nghi~m nh;%.n drrqc trong cac giao trlnh SU-c hen v~t li~u la trrremg hqp rieng. Ket 
qua cling lam mer r<?ng ph~m vi ling dvng cua h~ so d<?ng khi va ch~m, chling h~n 
khi d6ng c9c xien. 
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